
If you’re a retail business owner it
would be great if your biggest
problem was a constant stream of

new customers coming through your
door every day, however in the real
world it just doesn’t happen that way.
Every business has to fight for every
new customer it attracts and struggle
to keep the ones they have. It is a con-
stant challenge to not only expand
your customer base but to also
expand the purchasing opportunities
you offer to your customers in order to
increase your sales volume.

Lets assume for a moment that an
archery pro shop sold only bows and
no other related accessories; no
arrows, quivers, sights, broadheads or
releases. I think it is safe to say that
they would soon be out of business
regardless of their inventory depth or
prices. A wide selection of related
inventory is a key to increasing overall
sales. This related inventory is only
limited by the shop owner’s imagina-
tion and creative marketing. Hunting
clothing, while a seemingly natural
add-on sales item has been rejected
by many shops as being too competi-
tive of an item, too inventory inten-
sive and with a minimum of profit
margin. However the latest advance-
ments in high-tech hunting clothing
are opening up some excellent poten-
tial add-on sales opportunities which

could be developed into a unique
niche market for the pro shop. This
opportunity means pro shops need to
rethink their policy on stocking some
types of hunting clothing. 

Years ago when I was operating
my own shop camo clothing was pret-
ty basic. World War II camo was the
basic pattern and most of it was pur-
chased at Military Surplus Stores. Like
many of today’s dealers I chose not to
stock camo clothing. However all of
that changed when during the Viet
Nam era Tiger Stripe camo became
available. It was  black with shades of
grey and green in an irregular pattern.
It was an entirely different approach
to camo with a visually different pat-
tern. Tiger Stripe was not readily avail-
able in Army Surplus Stores and most
people did not realize its advantage of
blending in with a wide variety of
backgrounds. 

I jumped on the chance to add
Tiger Stripe to my inventory and it was
an instant hit because it was different,
it made sense and as a pro shop I
could point out its advantages of
blending in with a variety of back-
grounds. It was high-tech, (for that
time period), and it flew off of the
shelves. It became a solid add-on sales
item and generated a nice chunk of
additional revenue that I would have
missed if I had not been open to an

opportunity which presented itself
because of new product availability. 

I believe at this time a similar but
much greater opportunity exist for the
dealers who take the time to educate
themselves about the high-tech cloth-
ing now available. ArrowTrade recent-
ly took an in-depth look at some of the
high-tech clothing product lines that
could be well suited for sale in pro
shops due to the unique relationship
between a pro shop and its customers.
Customers are attracted to the pro
shop atmosphere because of the
expertise and experience reflected in
their recommendations. That rela-
tionship lays the groundwork for the
sale of the high-tech clothing that is
presently on the market.

SITKA MOUNTAIN GEAR
“Many dealers assume that it is

impossible to go up against the big
box stores or catalogs when it comes
to hunting clothing,” said Jonathan
Hart, President of Sitka Mountain
Gear. “If you are talking about low end
basic hunting gear that is probably
correct but when you talk about high-
tech upper end gear that is definitely
not true. For the most part many of
the sales staff in the big box stores and
catalog sales are simply order takers.
They seldom have knowledge or expe-
rience about the products they sell
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Sitka combined the demands of the mountain climber with a layer-
ing system complete with scent prevention. Sitka clothing is built to
demanding specifications with intense attention to detail. It is well
suited for difficult hunting conditions while still being affordable for
the casual hunter who simply demands the best. This clothing is
designed to be worn both as an individual garment or it can be com-
bined in layers to meet any conditions the hunter might encounter.



especially when it comes to high end
performance goods.”

“The key to selling high-tech
clothing is for the dealer to educate
himself about the product so he in
turn can educate and service his cus-
tomers,” stressed Hart. “It might not
make sense for an archery pro shop to
carry good-better-best because pro
shop customers tend to gravitate
towards the high-end and that is
where the opportunity for sales and
profit margins are the greatest in high-
tech clothing. Price-point products
will never go away but the size of the
premium product market is definitely
increasing. People have less time to do
what they want and dream about and
they will spend more money to maxi-
mize their experience. People also
spend more time planning their activ-
ities and shopping for the right prod-
ucts to fill their need. The consumer is
becoming more educated, more
demanding and is willing to pay extra
money for the ‘best’ and this combi-
nation is best served by the pro shop.”

“Sitka has combined the best
technology used to suit the high
demands of the mountain climbing
industry and combined it with the
needs of the hunter,” Hart continued.
“Our entire product line is specific to
the hunter and is designed around fit,
accessibility, durability, layering and
performance. Sitka builds gear to sat-
isfy those seeking the best and there-
fore it is suited for anyone below that
level as well. While in many outdoor
sports the number of people partici-
pating is declining the money spent
by those actively involved in the out-
door sports is continuing to increase.
Sitka dealers are finding that their

average sale is $370 and that contains
a generous profit margin.”

Sitka carries a complete line of
gear from base layers, gloves and hats
to insulated and breathable pants,
shirts, vest, jackets and rain gear. All
products are designed to be layered to
suit the hunting conditions encoun-
tered. Sitka gear incorporates Siver
ATB-100, an anti-bacterial treatment
for scent prevention without the need
for recharging. Sitka’s designs include
reinforced, articulated knees, zip-
pered pockets and two way stretch
materials for ease of fit, movement
and durability. All gear is available in a
selection of camo patterns and solid
colors. For complete information on
Sitka’s gear call (877) 748-5264 or visit
www.sitkagear.com.

NO TRACE
“No Trace is a unique form of

scent control unlike anything on the
market,” explained Richard
Greminger, Director of Dan Rivers No
Trace Division. “No Trace is not silver
or carbon based. It is based on an all
natural chemical called Cyclodextrin,
a starch derivative. To make a compli-
cated story simple the bottom line is
that the material used to manufactur-
er No Trace clothing has modules of
the resultant chemical permanently
attached to the fabric. The result is
clothing that acts like a magnet when
it comes to attracting and holding
odor, absorbing both external and
internal odors. We call it Odor Magnet
Technology or OMT for short.”

“No Trace does an excellent job of
controlling human scent and absorb-
ing external odors with which the
hunter might be exposed, such as a

campfire,” Greminger
said. “However its ability
to be recharged by sim-
ply washing is what sets
it apart from all other
products. Under typical
conditions a No Trace
garment can collect

odors for approximately five days
before needing to be recharged. At
that time the modules are odor filled
and need to be cleaned or regenerat-
ed. While simply washing in a washing
machine will fully recharge the gar-
ment, let’s assume you are hunting
out West in the middle of nowhere.
The garment can be regenerated by
simply hand washing in a stream and
hanging until dry. Nothing could be
simpler. All No Trace clothing is built
with the Three ‘C’s’ in mind, Cost-
Comfort-Care.” 

No Trace offers a complete line of
high quality hunting clothes with
scent control built in at different price
points. Its line includes accessories,
base layers and outer gear. Its Core
Elements come in heavy and medium
weight with an antimicrobial to knock
down bacteria-based odor and OMT
Technology to absorb all other odors.
The Dri-Core series is sewn from
waterproof breathable material in
insulated and non-insulated versions.
The Indian Summer provides scent
control at a reasonable price range. Its
NTX line is high performance apparel
that is highly effective, easily main-
tained and extremely comfortable
right off the shelf featuring NTX fabric
and OMT technology. No Trace cloth-
ing is available in a variety of popular
camo patterns. To learn more about
No Trace check out the site
www.notracecamo.com  or call (866)
753-4868. 

ARTICSHIELD 
ArticShield patented RE-tain

technology works on incapsulated
technology that reflects body heat
back onto the wearer eliminating the
need for heavy or bulky insulation to
provide warmth. ArticShield com-
bines Re-tain with windproof, water-
proof breathable moisture manage-
ment and X-System Nano-Silver tech-
nology to produce high-tech clothing
with built-in scent control.

“Our latest generation of

No Trace uses No Trace Extreme, (NTX), fabric with Odor Magnet
Technology, (OMT). Odor Magnet Technology is based on odor attracting
molecules that are permanently attached to the garment’s fabric. These
molecules will collect odors for approximately five days at which time
they can be recharged by washing in a machine or simply rinsing out in a
nearby stream if on a wilderness hunt. No Trace offers high-tech scent
control with low-tech maintenance, a good combination for a hunter.
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ArticShield’s products combines all of
the latest technology into a truly high-
tech product for today’s hunter that is
suitable for a wide variety of weather
conditions,” said Jeff Phillips,
Managing Director of Outdoors for
ArticShield.               

“While ArticShield makes heavy
duty gear for extreme weather it also
makes a complete line of accessories
and base layers with a nano-silver
scent elimination system that does
not require regeneration as well as
mid-weight shirts, bibs and jackets.
Especially designed for the bow
hunter is the H4 series pullover and
pants. The pullover is snug fitting with
a clean front for maximum bowstring
clearance. To cope with the often
quickly changing temperatures dur-
ing the bow season the arm pits fea-
ture zippers that open to ventilated
mesh for heat reduction. Pockets
located between the elbow and shoul-
der keeps vital gear easily at hand yet
out of the way. These garments are
windproof, waterproof, breathable
with moisture management, built in
storm cuffs and Re-tain technology.
They work for the cool to cold temper-
atures of morning and evening and a
soft quiet exterior make the H4
pullover and matching H4 pants per-
fect for the bowhunter.”

ArticShield’s gear shows their
constant dedication to the end user.
Featured in one of their jacket models
is an internal x-pack system which
when fastened allows the wearer to
open the jacket and remove his arms
from the sleeves, if desired, when
moving to prevent heat build up. This
feature allows the wearer to simply
leave the jacket hang from his back as
he moves yet allows him to slip his
arms back in and pull the jacket
around him at a moments notice. This
is perfect when going to or from a
stand or when on a spot and stalk. To
learn more about ArticShield’s com-
plete line and additional features plus
available camo patterns call (877) 974-
4353 or visit www.arcoutdoors.com.

Mossy Oak Apparel Company  
“At Mossy Oak Apparel we listen

to our customers when it comes to
what they want in their hunting cloth-
ing,” explained Clay White, Associate

Marketing Manager for Mossy Oak
Apparel. “The hunter wants fabrics
and clothing that is hunter friendly,
holds up to the rigors of the outdoors
and requires minimum maintenance
when it comes to scent control. To
answer that need we developed
Scent-Stop technology. Scent-Stop
utilizes the most unique and innova-
tive anti-microbial technology avail-
able today. Scent-Stop is bonded to
the fabric at a molecular level making
it more durable than competitive
technologies. Unlike carbon which
acts as a filter Scent-Stop stops bacte-
rial growth which is the main cause of
the proliferation of human scent.
When carbon and Scent-Stop are
combined or used together as they are
in the APX Scent Control System, they
create a complete system of scent
control.”

Mossy Oak Apparel has an exten-
sive line of clothing and accessories
with features designed specifically for
the hunter to ensure their time afield
is spent in comfort under all condi-
tions and in all seasons. It offers every-
thing from anti-microbial base layers
to insulated and uninsulated
clothing as well as waterproof
breathable outerwear. Its Scent-
Stop line of clothing requires a
minimum of maintenance and a
simple washing will remove all
trapped odors. When on a pack-in

hunt a quick dunk in a stream and
some time hanging over a branch is
enough to get it ready to go again. In
addition to Scent-Stop Mossy Oak
Apparel also offers VaporTec technol-
ogy. VaborTec is a cutting edge fabric
that absorbs moisture and diffuses it
to the surface of the garment as quick-
ly and efficiently as possible keeping
the wearer comfortable and dry. 

Mossy Oak’s 3D Apparel is popu-
lar among bowhunters as well as
turkey hunters and predator hunters.
The 3D suits all contain VaporTec
under the arm pits and along the
inside of the legs keeping the wearer
comfortable when the temperature
climbs or a hunt involves a lot of
movement. To learn about all that
Mossy Oak Apparel has to offer check
out www.mossyoakapparel.com or
call (800) 331-5624.

SCENT-LOK TECHNOLOGIES
Scent-Lok is well known among

hunters as the manufacturer of high

PHOTO RIGHT: ArticShield offers a complete line of
scent control base layers that use Nano-Silver tech-
nology in a variety of weights to match a wide variety
of conditions. Outer gear uses RE-tain technology to
reflect body heat back onto the wearer eliminating
the need for bulky insulation. Its H4 pullover and
pants are great for the bowhunter. Windproof, water-
proof and breathable with moisture management, it
is form fitting yet does not restrict movement. It is
perfect for mid to late season hunts where tempera-
tures can cool quickly.

PHOTO RIGHT: Mossy Oak Apparel
offers a complete line of clothing and
accessories for the hunter to suit a
wide variety of seasons and condi-
tions. The APX Velocity jacket and
pants incorporate ScentLok and mois-
ture management topped off with a
fleece exterior. The pants (not shown)
feature knee length zippers for easy
on and off even when wearing heavy
boots. This combo is just one of many
offered by Mossy Oak Apparel that is
well suited for the bowhunter.
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quality carbon hunting clothing. For a
better understanding as to how Scent-
Lok works the following is an excerpt
from Scent-Lok’s web site. “As human
scent is exposed to the Scent-Lok fab-
ric it is drawn into the pore structure
of the activated carbon. Activated car-
bon has millions of microscopic
pores, cracks and crevices which
attract the scent particles and create a
bond within the carbon. These parti-
cles are trapped while air is allowed to
breathe through the fabric. This
process is called ADSORPTION.
Activated carbon is the most adsorp-
tive substance known to man. It has
been proven time and again to be the
most effective system for filtering
odors. Scent-Lok has been designed
specifically for controlling human
odor and Scent-Lok uses coconut
shell carbon which is best suited for
adsorbing human scent.”

“Scent-Lok products have the
capacity to adsorb human odor for
approximately 40 hours of field use.
Once the garments have reached that
time, they must be “desorbed” in a
clothes dryer. Once the temperature

reaches 150 degrees for 30-40 min-
utes, the capacity has been restored to
adsorb odors again. Comfort is a criti-
cal part of a good fabric for hunting
and Scent-Lok fabrics are treated with
a moisture wicking agent called
ClimaFlex™. It wicks moisture away
from the skin, making hunters

warmer in cold weather and cooler on
hot days in the field.” 

“We constantly reach out to other
outdoor areas to bring the best to the
hunter,” said Amy Derby, Marketing
Communications Assistant for Scent-
Lok. “This approach has resulted in
the development of several new prod-

Circle 202 on Response Card

Scent-Lok offers
the hunter a com-
plete line of scent
control garments
and accessories for
every condition that
they might
encounter. New for
2007 ScentLok
offers the
TimberFleece 360.
Especially designed
for the bowhunter
the series offers
supreme windproof
comfort and is
styled to give excel-
lent movement
capabilities in a 360
degree zone allowing the hunter to take the shot no matter where it occurs. The
TimberFleece 360 line offers a jacket, hoodie, vest, pants, gloves and headcover allowing
the wearer to layer as required to meet whatever Mother Nature throws his way.
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ucts for 2007.”
One of the items Derby spoke of

was Scent-Lok’s latest innovation in
activated carbon technology, the all
new TimberFleece 360° series. This
product category targets hunters who
are looking for quiet and comfortable
clothing for mid to late season weath-
er conditions. At first glance, it’s hard
to believe that a product so soft and
quiet actually contains the patented
activated carbon that is the core of
Scent-Lok’s odor-eliminating technol-
ogy.

The TimberFleece 360° series uses
Scent-Lok’s first ever single layer
fleece material that fuses the activated
carbon deep within the synthetic
fibers. The product is light and soft
but still blocks the wind and weather.
It is light enough for early season
hunts but equally adept at blocking
out the chills as the temperatures
drop.

The core of the line up is the new
Bowhunter Jacket and Pant. The trim
cut design is geared for the active
hunter and provides 360 degrees of
hunting zone opportunity. All pockets
are zippered for secure storage of
accessories. The high collar and mid-
length cut help keep the hunter warm,
comfortable and undetected by big
game animals.

Today’s hunters are very aware of
the benefits of using a layering system
to help regulate temperatures
throughout the long hunting season.
With that in mind, the Zip-Front
Hoodie or the TimberFleece 360° Vest

are excellent choices for adding an
extra layer of warmth and scent con-
trol to the hunter’s current arsenal of
camo apparel. 

The TimberFleece product line
also includes a ladies parka and pant
that is sure to be a hit with this grow-
ing segment of hunters. Gloves and
headcovers help round out the full
assortment of products. For complete
information on the full line of Scent-
Lok products call (800) 315-5799 or
visit www.scentlok.com.  

ROBINSON’S SCENTBLOCKER
“I believe that the high-tech

clothing available today offers the pro
shop owner an excellent opportunity
to focus on this growing niche mar-
ket,” Mike Myers, Communications
Manager for ScentBlocker said excit-
edly. “The trend today is towards high-
er value apparel with more technical
advances. Well known among hunters
for its quiet and comfortable scent
eliminating carbon clothing
ScentBlocker is now offering Silver
Shield Science, (S3), technology. S3
technology involves utilizing fibers
containing silver ions from which fab-
ric is then made. Silver acts as an anti-
microbial and inhibits the growth of
odor-causing bacteria and when used
in conjunction with ScentBlocker
clothing with activated carbon Silver
Shield can extend the in-field adsorp-
tion capability of the suit by reducing
the amount of odor it has to absorb.
Socks are also available with S3 tech-
nology. This seamless technology

offers the greatest scent control while
providing the maximum comfort.
Silver Shield is permanently bonded
to the fiber and therefore is not affect-
ed by laundering.”  

“Utilizing our Xtreme Lightweight
Technology we are now offering the
lightest ScentBlocker garments ever
made,” Myers said. “ScentBlocker
offers a complete line of under and
outer garments in a variety of weights
to keep the hunter dry, comfortable
and scent-free in any weather condi-
tions. New for this year is our Black
Widow XLT shirt and pants in all
black. While it makes a great layering
component it can also be used alone
for the perfect camo when hunting
out of a ground blind.”

“New for 2007 is ScentBlocker’s
Dream Season boots,” Myers
explained. “While many hunters think
that simply wearing rubber boots will
solve scent elimination problems on
the ground that is not quite true. With
each step in a rubber boot a ‘puff’ of
odor is expelled out of the top of the
boot. To eliminate this problem
ScentBlocker has developed the
Dream Season Boot. The boot is
waterproof and lightweight with a
removable carbon gator and carbon
foot bed that can be recharged. This
combination traps odor and elimi-
nates the human scent trail possible
with other footgear including rubber
boots. The boots have a ClimbRight
Angled Heel for superior traction
when climbing tree stands and Fusion
Gel Absorbers for the ultimate in

shock absorption and all day
PHOTO LEFT: New for 2007 from

ScentBlocker is its Black Widow XLT series.
Containing activated carbon for scent
control and with four directional stretch
material for comfort Black Widow makes
an excellent garment for layering.
However with its back color it also makes
the perfect camo outer garment when
hunting out of a ground blind.

PHOTO RIGHT: Socks are a hunting
accessory used by every hunter. They take
up little space in your showroom, colors
and camo patterns are not a considera-
tion and they are seldom if ever returned.
With every hunter becomingly increasing-
ly aware of scent control these socks with
ScentBlocker’s Silver Shield Science (S3)
are a great add on sales item for the pro
shop to considering stocking.



comfort. The boots come in a below
the knee model and an above the
ankle model. Both have reinforced
toes and the below the knee model
also has a shin guard for added brush
protection.”  For information on
ScentBlocker’s complete line of cloth-
ing and accessories check out
www.scentblocker.com or call (800)
397-1927.

RANCHO SAFARI
Mention the name Rancho Safari

or Jerry Gentellalli and the first thing

that pops into your mind is Jerry’s
famous Gillie suit made popular by
military snipers and used today by
dedicated hunters. When ArrowTrade
talked to Gentellalli recently we
learned that he has added something
new to his successful line of camo
items, a line of undergarments that
contain silver threads powered by X-
Static and designed for scent elimina-
tion.

“The use of silver for medical and
therapeutic benefits dates back thou-

sands of years,” explained Gentellalli.
“In fact the Romans were the first to
publish and document the “Magical
Healing” powers of silver when used
to cover wounds.  Cyrus the Great in
the 5th century BC ordered his troops
to carry their water in silver vessels.
Although Cyrus did not fully under-
stand why the silver kept the water
supply clear and safe, experience told
him it would. It is somewhat hum-
bling to know that a Persian King tout-
ed the benefits of the active ingredient

35Circle 241 on Response Card

Rancho Safari, well known for its Ghillie
suit and associated camo gear, has gone
high-tech with its new Silver Shield X
anti-microbial base layer. Silver Shield X
has silver woven into the fabric which
destroys odor causing bacteria to help
keep the wearer scent free. The base
layer is designed to be worn directly
against the skin for maximum effective-
ness and odor control as well as for help-
ing to keep the wearer warmer in cold
weather and cooler in warm weather.
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used in X-static silver fiber. The fiber
has a layer of pure silver permanently
bonded to the thread and can be safe-
ly washed.”

“The Silver Shield X Antimicrobial
eliminates odor-causing bacteria and
athletes foot fungus,” continued
Gentellalli. “It is all natural, safe and
non-toxic containing no chemicals,
charcoal, carbon or pesticides. Silver
aids in heat transfer and therefore reg-
ulates temperature and helps evapo-
rate moisture. It is cooler in summer
and warmer in the winter. Its thera-
peutic value increases blood flow,
reduces swelling and discomfort and
is anti-static. The resulting material is
94 percent polyester 6 percent silver
thread. It is designed to be worn next
to the skin under other camouflage or
sport wear. Its maximum effect is
when it is worn directly against the
skin. Silver Shield X is light in weight

and stretches so it is
non-restrictive to
movement.”

Rancho Safari
offers Silver Shield
X as complete units
of socks, pants,

tops and hoods. Short sleeve shirts
and boxer briefs are also available for
your complete choice of maximum
scent control. For more information
on Silver Shield X and Gentellalli
camo products call (800) 240-2094 or
visit www.ranchosafari.com..

MEDALIST
Medalist is a division of

Performance Sports Apparel Inc.
which has been producing thermal
underwear for over 100 years and was
originally known as Piqua
Underwear.   “While carbon tends to
filter out odors silver technology
eliminates the growth of bacteria
which cause body odors,” explained
Jeff Sterner, Vice President of Sales for
Medalist. “However the great advan-
tage of silver technology is the fact
that it does not require any mainte-
nance or regeneration. While this is

user friendly it can be
critical when on a
pack-in hunt for an
extended period of
time. Silver also con-
ducts, reflects and
radiates so it helps
keep the wearer more
comfortable in all
conditions requiring
less bulk and less
weight.”

“Medalist offers a
complete line of cloth-
ing from base layers in

light-weight, mid-weight and expedi-
tion-weight to various styles and
weights of outerwear,” Sterner said.
“Medalist uses moisture manage-
ment technology in all of its products
to wick moisture away from the skin
keeping the wearer dry and comfort-
able. All outerwear is waterproof,
seam sealed and breathable. Our gear
is not just regular clothing in a camo
color it is specifically designed with
the hunter in mind. We offer a com-
plete line of clothing and accessories
designed to perform under all condi-
tions allowing the hunter to maxi-
mize their experience.”

New for 2007 is the Stalker fleece
water/wind proof jacket and pant.
Light in weight it provides scent elim-
ination in a combination of garments
ideally suited for the bowhunter. The
jacket features a 2-way offset water-
proof zipper for maximum shooting
performance and maximum string
clearance and comes complete with a
zip-off adjustable articulated hood
for the perfect fit when the weather
demands. For more information on
Medalist’s complete line call (800)
543-8952 or visit www.meadlisthunt-
gear.com. 

LONGWORTH INDUSTRIES
Since 1985 Longworth Industries

has manufactured technical base lay-
ers under the PolarMAX label.
Longworth’s newest brand label XGO
is designed for outdoor enthusiasts
who seek the ultimate base layer for
comfort, protection and perfor-
mance. XGO, which supplies high
quality garments to the military, is
turning its attention toward the out-
door market and in doing so lets the
sportsmen benefit from XGO’s high-

PHOTO LEFT: While some might consider Rancho Safari’s Ghillie
suit low-tech it is high tech when you consider its different approach
to camouflage for the hunter. Note how well the irregular shape
generated by the burlap strips destroys the shape of the hunter
even though he is completely in the open. Imagine for a moment if
the hunter slipped into the cover behind him how difficult if not
impossible he would be to see. Ghillie suits are excellent for the
bowhunter as well as turkey and predator hunters.

Medalist Stalker series is a full zip jacket and pant that provide scent
elimination protection and can be worn from mild to extreme condi-
tions. They are fully seam sealed with a waterproof breathable mem-
brane. The jacket has a 2-way offset waterproof zipper for maximum
bow string clearance. The Silvermax Thermodynamic temperature reg-
ulation helps keep the wearer warmer and drier for added comfort.
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tech knowledge and manufacturing
techniques. XGO garments feature
Scent Prevent for odor control and
AcclimateDry technology for mois-
ture control.

XGO offers a complete line of
base layers and undergarments.  All
of its garments are protected by Scent
Prevent, an anti-microbial designed
to stop odor before it starts by killing
the bacteria that cause the odor to
form.  XGO’s X-Static series is made
from a high performance fiber system
that mechanically attaches pure sil-
ver to the clothing fibers enabling X-
Static to inhibit growth of odor-caus-
ing bacterial while providing the best
thermodynamic properties keeping
the wearer warmer in the winter and
cooler in the summer.  The mesh con-
struction of the base layers and supe-
rior wicking action of the material
helps keep the wearer dry, stopping
the loss of heat and ensuring comfort

in all outdoor conditions.  XGO’s base
layers are available in men and
women’s sizes and in a variety of
weights and styles.

XGO is available in Phases 1
through 4 indicating weight of the
undergarment. Phase 1 is a technical
mesh silk and Phase 2 is a midweight
layer. Used separately or combined
these layers are excellent for the
bowhunter who is normally faced
with warm to cool conditions.
Polarmax XGO is hunter inspired and
military tested.  To learn more about
XGO and their line of high-tech cloth-
ing call (800) 552-8585 or check out
their web site at www.polarmax.com.

CONCLUSION
The advance in high-tech cloth-

ing design is happening at a rapid
pace and will continue to do so for
the foreseeable future. The consumer
will become increasingly more
exposed to marketing and advertising
for these products and he will natu-
rally want to see and touch them as
well as learn more about what is
available. The pro shop and full ser-
vice sporting goods store will be their
first choice to investigate these
options and learn the differences
between silver and carbon technolo-
gy as well as explain the advantages of
moisture control systems and heat
retaining clothing.

Not only are new high-tech cloth-

ing products coming on the market
but some of these items are also
designed and cut for the female fig-
ure. That may not seem too impor-
tant to some people but believe me if
a woman hunts chances are she has a
very difficult time buying clothing
and footgear that fit. Women seeking
high quality clothing are becoming a
growing segment of the buying public
and when they find what they want
money is normally not their main
concern. Quality, design and fit take
precedent. 

The dealer has many options
when taking advantage of the high-
tech clothing trend by either stocking
complete lines or picking and choos-
ing the items with which they are
most comfortable. In either case a
tremendous selling opportunity as
well as high profit margins are at
hand for those willing to take advan-
tage of these changes in the market
place. 

Based upon my past personal
experience I would suggest that
before you dismiss the idea of stock-
ing some high-tech clothing and
accessories you at least investigate it
fully. High-tech clothing is a great way
to bring new customers through the
door as well as drag some old ones
back for additional sales. While the
final decision is yours this  article
should have given you some good
places to start.

Circle 199 on Reader Response Card

Sometimes high-tech is actually low-tech.
The author, shown here making a false
scrape, is wearing All Seasons All Terrain,
(ASAT), 3D camouflage. ASAT Camo is
made of up shades of brown, tan and
black. The brown and black colors repre-
sent the background and shadows found
in all terrains and in all seasons. The tan
color provides a blend between the
browns and blacks and actually reflects
the surrounding colors into which it is
placed. This feature gives ASAT a
chameleon like quality giving the hunter
the advantage of a camo that “blends”
into its surroundings instead of sticking
out from them. Note how well the author
blends in even though he is completely in
the open.




